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My mother died when she was ninety-three
years old, in October of my forty-ninth year.
Her older sister died in March of my fiftieth year. Caring for the two of them had
consumed much of my time, and my identity,
for the preceding decade. Once they were
both gone, the way my life suddenly changed
was disorienting. Because I had also helped
care for my disabled father and had worked
as a nurse, much of my life had revolved
around caregiving responsibilities. But after
the death of my mother and my aunt, and for
the first time since I was seventeen years old,
no person was looking to me for care. No one
needed my help with checkbooks, groceries,
dressing, errands, house maintenance, the
bathroom. No more weekly anxious morning
drives to the western suburbs of Chicago or
exhausted, late-night drives home. No more
desperate phone calls between visits requiring me to vacate my life to salvage theirs.
Then, in April of my fiftieth year, hot
flashes arrived—and with them came weight
gain, palpitations, sudden bouts of sadness,
fatigue, bloating, unexplained agitation, swollen feet, food cravings, random anxiety, and
tingling hands. Which was more disorienting,
my elder-care empty nest or this cascade of
symptoms that culminated with my bursting
into a profuse sweat every fifteen minutes?

It didn’t matter, because it was all happening
at once. It became impossible to separate the
symptoms of grieving from the symptoms
of perimenopause, the emotional from the
hormonal. I felt like I was being pulled into a
dark abyss.
I also felt woefully unprepared for all of
this.
Eventually, I did what I have done in
previous challenging times of my life: I
turned to popular culture. More specifically,
I turned to comics. Unfortunately, the comics
I could find about menopause were not very
helpful, and sometimes they were even hurtful. Most of them were either single-panel
jokes about hot flashes or expressions of this
or that symptom of perimenopause as an
inconvenience to a husband or a male partner. Instead of feeling seen and empowered,
I felt further isolated and belittled.
The first (and only, as far as I can tell)
book-length collection of comics about
menopause seems to have appeared in 1950
and was titled Minnie Pauses to Reflect, by
Nora Preddy. The dedication of Preddy’s
forty-panel collection of single-page comics
sets the tone for the work. It reads, “To my
husband for his patience with me in mine.”
The women in Minnie Pauses are
frequently portrayed as judging one another
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for inappropriate management of symptoms (not seeking surgery or taking hormone
medications, eating or drinking excessively).
Most of the comics demonstrate how inconvenient perimenopausal women are for just
about everyone around them, particularly the
men in their lives.
A new collection of comics was needed—
one that shared stories that might actually
be helpful, stories that encourage those of
us facing the symptoms of perimenopause
to find our voices rather than remain silent,
to invite us into strength rather than push
us further into shame. Thanks to the incredible energy of the growing Graphic Medicine
community, the people who were perfectly
suited to create this new collection of comics
about menopause were a visit to social
media, a website, or an email away.
I asked my comics idols and cherished
colleagues to help me out. I asked powerful and inspiring role models who are going

through menopause, or who have already
been through it, to make comics about their
experiences and about how they coped. This
book collects those responses. The comics in
this collection represent a range of life experiences, professions, ages, gender and sexual
identities, ethnicities, and health states.
I feel deep gratitude not only for the
wonderful comics in this collection but also
for what the contributors shared about what
they gained from making these comics. For
some, these are the first comics they have
made. Others, who have been making comics
for years reported that this one was different. Many expressed being changed by the
process, as their understanding of menopause was deepened by the experience of
drawing about it.
Managing this time of our lives takes
a team. We feel as though we go through
menopause alone, but that’s only true if we
allow it to be. Constantly struggling to pull
ourselves out of torpor, stiffness, and ache
is not easy work. We need to be supportive
of one another and of ourselves. I was fortunate enough to find an older therapist, who
has the vitality of a woman who has survived
menopause, and a young athletic trainer,
who has the advantage of not really knowing
that any of it is coming. After I established
a support system, more life change required
that I move two states away. In doing this I
realized the importance (and fragile nature)
of my new support system. My period
returned after a five-month hiatus, as did the
fatigue, grief, food cravings, seeking comfort
in drinking—all of it—and I felt alone. Again.
I’m now remembering what helps and what
doesn’t, and finding the will to reach out.
Again.
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understanding of our own bodies and what
they are doing.
We can benefit greatly from teaching
and learning truths about our bodies, such
as how menopause works for a range of individuals and how we can find ways to adapt.
What better medium than comics to do this
important work? Comics have a long history
of taking on stigmatized topics. They make
literal the metaphors we use to describe our
bodies, and they can be playful and enjoyable, even if the topic they tackle is not. Most
of all, comics give us a sense of community.
The work that Graphic Medicine does so
well is crucial because it pulls the focus away
from what one person (you, or I) needs to do
to manage menopause. Rather than making
it a problem of the individual (as in Preddy’s comics), Graphic Medicine allows us to
focus on understanding how the knowledge
we gain as a collective, and the options this
opens for us, can move us from isolation to
community, from problem to poetic genius.
When my mother was descending into
the dementia that dominated her last few
years, her parting words to me were always,
“Take care of yourself.” Though I appreciated
her thoughtfulness, I also wondered what
message she was actually trying to send me.
Was it some kind of warning arising from her
life regrets? Her advice also frustrated me. I
had heard the same words as a nurse—that
to survive prioritizing the needs of others
over our own needs, we should “take care of
ourselves.” But what does this really mean?
Get manicures and occasional massages?
Buy a fancy new pair of shoes now and then?
Have a glass or three of wine every night?
(There is constant messaging around us to
self-soothe with alcohol. For an eye-opening
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We need to help one another brainstorm
effective strategies for coping with menopause, knowing that there will be many
different paths, many ups and downs. The
comics in this collection testify to the importance of sharing our stories. My hope is
that the work that appears in this collection
can begin to offer a community of support.
While it may be comforting to find humor in
the absurdity of some of our symptoms, it’s
important to remember that menopause itself
isn’t a joke. Comparing stories—and breaking the silence around menopause—in ways
that make us feel safe, valued, and empowered is important. It’s freeing, and feeling
free makes challenging things easier, giving
us the communal space in which to find our
own styles for living through the challenges
of perimenopause. I hope this book of comics
will be conducive to finding and embracing
one’s own style, the way artists must do for
their work.
My artistic and academic work has been
informed and deepened by perspectives
arising from the disability rights movement, particularly by the idea of adaptation,
which asks: How do we adapt to the bodies
we find ourselves in? How must our adaptations change with our bodies over time?
Portrait artist and disability rights activist
Riva Lehrer writes in her August 2017 New
York Times op-ed piece, “Where All Bodies
Are Exquisite,” that “the magical thing
about bodies [is that] they respond to the
unexpected with their own forms of poetic
genius.” The symptoms of approaching
menopause feel unexpected and unpredictable. Most of us aren’t told about the
complexities of what is coming. We are left
searching for a trail of clues leading to an

examination of this phenomenon, see Drink:
The Intimate Relationship Between Women
and Alcohol by Ann Dowsett Johnston.) Too
many of us are forced to resort to quick ways
of numbing ourselves because that is the
easiest thing to do, and we don’t have the
time or energy for more than what we are
already doing.
How can we instead invite ourselves to
respond to menopause with poetic genius?
How can we respond with style? How can I
adapt the way I have tried to generously love
others in my life to how I love myself? How
introduction
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can I revise my life’s role models away from
women who perhaps felt their only option for
survival was to give themselves away, or to
judge their own and others’ failures, toward
people who know their worth, possess their
own power, and support one another?
These comics are, I hope, a strong push
in that direction. There are more to be made.
Consider picking up a pen and trying one.
Now that’s taking care of yourself.
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